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Answer the following questions. Use the cIues to help you.

1. What kind of pet does Michael have?
*It has four legs.
*It moves slowly.
*It has a shell.

Michael's pet is a ------------

2. What is flying in the sky?
*It is a toy.
*It needs wind.
*You hold it by a string.

A is flying in the sky.

3. What kind of food do I like to eat?
*It is yellow.
*It has a peel.
*It is a monkey's favorite food.

I like to eat



Name:

Return On: Parent Initials:

Teacher Initials: ------

At Home: Say the following tongue twisters four times each.
Speak slowly so you don't make a mistake!

She sells seashells by the seashore.

Red leather, yellow leather.

Rubber baby buggy bumpers.

At school: Make up a sentence for each of these words. Say the
sentences out loud to your teacher.
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In each group, tell which word does not belong and why:

1. Rainy
Sunny
Windy
Heavy

_____ does not belong because _

2. Newspaper
Table
Magazine
Book

_____ does not belong because _

3. Whale
Octopus
Boat
Fish

_____ does not belong because ----------
4. Jonathan

Mary
Steven
Edward

_____ does not belong because ----------
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At Home: Make a sentence for each of the following words. Say
the sentences out loud to an adult.

At School: Write down three words you had trouble saying. Then
write down three words you've improved on.

Had Trouble: Improved:
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Answer the following questions. Use the clues to help you.

1. What did Mary buy at the store?
*It comes in pairs.
*It keeps you warm.
* You wear it on your feet with shoes.

Mary bought . _ at the store.

2. What kind of vehicle did Susan take to Florida?
*It has wheels.
*It has an engine.
*It has wings.

Susan took a to Florida.----_._-- -----

3. What is Jose's job?
*He keeps people safe.
*He has a whistle.
*He works at the beach or the pool.

Jose's job is a _
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Answer the following questions. Use the clues to help you.

1. Where am I going tonight?
*1will have to buy a ticket.
*1will have popcorn.
*1will look at a big screen.

Tonight I am going to --------

2. What is Ned going to buy at the store?
*It comes in a pack.
*It is sweet.
*You can chew it and blow bubbles with it.

Ned is going to buy ----------

3. What does Nancy have in her bucket?
*It is an animal.
*It lives in the ocean.
*It has claws that can pinch you.

Nancy has a in her bucket.--------



Name: ----------------------
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Teacher Initials: _

Answer the following questions. Use the clues to help you.

1. What did I draw a picture of?
*It is a plant.
*It smells nice.
*It has petals.

I drew a picture of a _

2. What sport does Melissa play?
*She plays it outside.
*There is a ball and two goals.
*She kicks the ball into a net.

Melissa Plays _

3. What story did I read?
*A girl is lost in the woods.
*She finds a house and goes inside.
*Baby Bear finds the girl in his bed.

I read the story _
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Answer the following questions. Use the clues to help you.

1. What did Charlie catch while fishing?
* It has a tongue.
*It has laces.
* You wear it on your foot.

Charlie caught a while fishing.

2. What did I eat for breakfast?
* I ate them with a fork.
*They are round.
*1put butter and syrup on them.

I ate for breakfast.

3. What kind of instrument does Sandy play?
*It is very big.
*y ou play it with your fingers.
*It has black and white keys.

Sandy plays a ---------------
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1. Name three things you can use to decorate a Christmas tree:

2. Name three things you need to make popcorn:

3. Finish this list with three more words in the same category:

Cat, dog, skunk ...



Name: ----------------------
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1. Name three things you need to wash windows:

2. Finish this list with three more words in the same category:

Ankle, arm, neck ...

3. Name three things you might need on a beach:



Name: ----------------------
Return On: Parent Initials:-------- ------

Teacher Initials: ------

1. Name three things you need to make a snowman:

2. Finish this list with two more words in the same category:

Apple, cherry, banana ...

3. Tell which word does not belong and why:

Shoe Hat Desk Shirt

_______ does not belong because _



Name: ----------------------
Return On: Parent Initials:-------- ------

Teacher Initials: ------

1. Finish this list with three more words in the same category:

Cow,sheep, chicken ...

2. Name three things you need to build a house:

3. Tell which word does not belong and why:

Bike Apple Skate Board Scooter

_______ does not belong because _



Name: ----------------------
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Teacher Initials: ------

At Home: Think offour words that have the __ sound. Say
each word 5 times.

At School: Make a sentence for each of the __ words you
wrote down (above). Say the sentences out loud to your teacher.



Name: ---------------------
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Teacher Initials: ------

At home: Name the parts of the mouth you use to make the_
sound the right way.

At School: Show your teacher the right way to make the _
sound and the wrong way to make it. Explain how they are
different.



Name: ----------------------
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Teacher Initials:

At Home: Say each of the following sets of words three times.
Make sure that they sound different!

At School: Think of three animals that have the sound in--
their name. Without telling your teacher what animals you've
chosen, describe each of them to your teacher. Let her guess the
animals you are describing.


